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Broadcasters, leagues and teams across multiple professional sports all use Q5X body-packs as their transmitter of 
choice because of the safety factor and remote control capabilities. The features that are required for safety in sports also 
make the ultra thin PlayerMic® attractive for “invisibility” with any wardrobe. At a mere <1/2 inch (11.5mm) thick, it is 
almost flush with the body. Audio designers for live theatre and TV can effectively eliminate the sight of any form of 
bodypack making the experience more realistic and immersive. Audiences can be pulled along in a story line until the 
magic is broken when they catch a glimpse of a transmitter. “The end goal of reality programming has always been to 
make viewers believe something genuine is unfolding on screen.” That’s the perspective of Jason Parham, senior writer at 
WIRED, as he discusses the format of “Love Island” which uses Q5X transmitters on the Mallorca set. 

Typically, on a production set, the audio team doesn’t want talent to “play” with the equipment between scenes. The 
Q5X transmitters eliminate this issue because they are only controlled remotely with a handheld MicCommander™. 
This gives 100% of the functionality to the technician. The remote control allows the talent or wardrobe to place the 
transmitters where desired, and when the time comes, the technician can control the transmitters without having to 
interact with the wearer. The power can be monitored and adjusted to manage the rechargeable battery system so that 
16-hour days of shooting are possible without any need to carry and change batteries.

“I love having more options of what I can wear.  The equipment stays in my dressing 
room and I put it on myself“  - Tiffany Coyle, Let’s Make a Deal

The invisibility of the thin PlayerMic allows for increased versatility in wardrobe 
without compromising the appearance and comfort of on-air talent. In the 
image shown of Tiffany Coyle from Let’s Make a Deal on the December 22, 2020 
episode, the only visible part of her wireless system is the mic element at her jaw 
line. Because of its origins in sports, the PlayerMic does not have an attachment 
mechanism or clip which could injure a player but also keeps the transmitter 
profile thin. 

Depending on the requirements, talent can position the PlayerMic as desired in 
either an undergarment or an elastic strap for the thigh, waist or ankle (e.g., Ursa). 
The “clip-less” placement has the additional benefit of not picking or 
stretching clothing.

https://www.q5x.com/wp-content/uploads/P-005-1-Product-Detail-PlayerMic.pdf
https://www.q5x.com/wp-content/uploads/P-009-1-Product-Detail-MicCommander.pdf

